Neuroelectric correlates of hemispheric asymmetry: spectral discrimination and stimulus competition.
In an effort to explore further the role of the right hemisphere in auditory processing, this study utilized brain event-related potentials (ERPs) to investigate hemispheric asymmetry for the processing of complex spectral tones. Subjects participated in two pitch discrimination tasks, one diotic, the other dichotic. ERP components were recorded from 28 electrodes on the scalp and analyzed via individual/group average area measurements. Results showed that ERPs recorded in response to the dichotic target pairs exhibited a larger P3 area when the target tone was presented to the left ear, while the N1 area showed no significant difference. ERPs recorded in the diotic condition showed a larger P3 area and smaller N1 area compared to the dichotic conditions. Finally, all experimental tasks showed that topographic hemispheric activation patterns were asymmetric to the right hemisphere. Findings support the notion that ERP topographic asymmetries may be dependent on specific cognitive task demands (e.g., diotic vs. dichotic modes of presentation). In addition, the data suggest that the P3 component may better reflect interaural advantages for complex tones than the N1 component and may, therefore, be a more sensitive indicator of hemispheric specialization.